This paper mainly deals with the problem of extrapolating the number of claims occurred in the past and the current year but would be reported in the future. The approach to solve this problem is Maximum Likelihood Principle, which is very familiar to us. In this report, the main assumptions and principle of the approach will be reviewed, then an example will be provided to see how the method works in practice.
PART I Revision of the assumptions and method used in this paper
We know there is always a time-lag between the occurrence of a claim and the time it is reported to the insurer. Then there arises a problem of estimating the amount of claims occurred and have not been reported but will be reported in the future.
Here we discuss the problem from the prospect of the reinsurer. Since the accumulation of the size of the claim will have deeper effect on the reinsuer than the insurer because the reinsurer pays the claim if the size exceeds an agreed limit.
In the model we consider the claim occurred and reported in the past k years (which we have already known) as well as the claims occurred in the past k years but will be reported in the future k years.
Then we have the claim table   Table 1 year reported year occurred 1 2 ………… k-1 k
Here the entry ij n refers to the number of claims occurred in the year i but reported in the year j . In this case, we require 1
, since we are standing at the time spot T=k. We make an important assumption here that the claim counting variables have a Poisson distribution, which allows the Maximum Likelihood to be deduced. Then we introduce two sets of parameters into the model, namely
, the probability of a claim being reported i years after its 1 , which means all claims will be eventually reported. , the density function of X is given by
For a reinsurer, he will make payment to a claim if the claim amount exceeds a certain point, for instance M , then we can donate the amount of a claim paid by the reinsurer to be another random variable Z , where In fact what we want to obtain is the conditional expected amount of a claim paid by the reinsurer. For this purpose, we introduce a new random variable 
Hence we can say for a fixed excess point M, the mean amounts of excess claims show a stable pattern.
In this paper, we can see our aim is to determine the 2k variables, and further estimate another k lambdas.
Since we have made the Poisson assumption, let ij N be the entry variable of the number of the claim occurred in year i and reported in year j , then we have
Then there must be 
From these equations we can obtain the parameters of λ s and r s Still we have further k parameters to determine:
These can be determined using exponential estimation function.
The following example shows how the approach works
PART II An example
Notes: l The data used in this example is given with no other reference, namely solely by myself. In this case, the aim of the example is just to show how this approach works. l The paper suggests that the approach will perform a better result if k is around 10, for simplicity, we just examine the case which 6 = k .
Suppose we have the following data, expressed using the previous claim table: In the paper, it is suggested that an exponential extrapolation will be probable to
give the other k lambdas
We may assume that the relation between i and i λ is Everything is ready, now we can estimate the number of claims we want See table 3 and table 4. 
